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Antibiotic overkill? Examining the current data in support of current Group B 
Streptococcus guidelines

Are we using too much?
Introduction: Benefit from Intrapartum Antibiotic Prophylaxis (IAP) against Group B Streptococcus is clear. However, with 
increasing evidence of the importance of people’s microbiome, justification of current dosing is paramount. Current 
guidelines indicate the goal is to achieve fetal serum levels above the known Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC)
• A targeted Pubmed search was performed to identify studies (n=3288) in which the fetal serum antibiotic levels was 

measured
• Studies were screened by title for potential relevance (n=192) and then further evaluated for specific study of Benzylpenicillin 

(Penicillin G). 8 studies were inaccessible or duplicated, leaving 5 accessible studies on the matter
• Full text articles were reviewed for lowest and highest reported cord blood antibiotic level and regimen used

• 5 studies published from 1987-2020 assessed 278 women whom received IAP
• The reported range (in mcg/mL) in cord blood was 0.3 – 35.0
• Not all studies used modern IAP guidelines as set by RANZCOG/ACOG/RCOG
• 100% of patients achieved a fetal serum concentration above the MIC for GBS (0.1mcg/mL)

• With emerging evidence showing the importance of the fetal microbiome, more robust data is required to justify current IAP doses
• Studies included identified an adequate MIC even when current guidelines are not used
• Future studies could thoroughly examine cord blood antibiotic levels achieved and potentially reduce antibiotic dosing in future

regimens
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